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WELCOME...

to the March edition of The Right Focus!

This issue explores the many different ways you can create customer connections and develop strong relationships to 
improve the customer journey and best meet their needs. As a network, we strive to fully support you with this and 
offer several services to free up your valuable time, so you can spend more time advising.

Email marketing service
Email marketing is one of the most cost-effective ways to promote your business and create customer connections. 
Our in-house email marketing service includes a fully personalised monthly email newsletter, three monthly recap 
emails covering topics discussed in the newsletter, up to 1500 contacts (customer list), and birthday emails to your 
customers. All enquiries will go straight to you and you will receive a report at the end of each month detailing you 
on the progress of your emails. To find out more about how we can help you, email marketing@therightmortgage.
co.uk or give us a call on 01564 732 744.

Your business resources
Our ever expanding 'your business' area on our adviser site is home to our interactive client journey timeline which 
aims to make it easier for you to follow from initial lead and sale, all the way through to developing customer loyalty 
and product reviews such as mortgage renewals. It also features our social media and marketing library, which 
provides lots of pre-approved marketing material templates that you can personalise with your own firm details and 
contact details, including flyers, brochures, greeting cards and social media posts. 

Admin service
Creating connections with your customers, both new and existing needn't be complicated. Simply dedicating a few 
hours a week to touch base with your customers, means you not only retain clients but also grow your client base 
through referrals. If you don't have time for this, our in-house admin service can help free up your  time. We offer a 
full admin support service for advisers across mortgages, protection, general insurance, medical insurance and equity 
release. Our admin support team is rapidly expanding and we now have even more experienced administrators to 
support your business, so why not pass your admin to us? Call our friendly admin team on 01564 732 744 or email 
admin@therightmortgage.co.uk for full details of what is covered and how they can help you make 2020 your most 
productive year yet.

I look forward to seeing you all on Thursday 4th June 2020.

Kind regards

Martin Wilson

CEO

Trust | Respect | Partnership

A date for your diary

Our next flagship National Training Event is returning on Thursday 
4th June 2020 at the National Conference Centre, Solihull, following 
a hugely successful event in November by all those that attended and 
was undoubtedly our best event to date.

Whilst we are busy planning an even better day filled with presentations, 
networking, fun games and lots of special surprises, pop Thursday 4th 
June in your diary and book your place now!

To book your place visit bit.ly/jun20-book

JUNE
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The Later Life Lending & Equity Release 
Network
We are proud to support our members to advise 
in this growing market with our specialist later life 
and equity release division.

The Right Mortgage & Protection Network
A network that looks after you: the adviser. We 
give you the tools to increase your income.

The Right PMI & Healthcare
The Right PMI & Healthcare is the specialist division 
of The Right Mortgage & Protection Network. If 
you do not sell PMI, you can refer it to us and earn 
50% of the commission.

The Right Referral Service
You can refer almost any product to us and we 
will be able to source it for your client, keeping 
them happy and earning you up to 50% of the 
commission.

The Right Conveyancing
The Right Conveyancing gives you access to the 
UK’s leading conveyancing specialists, all in one 
place.

The Right Retirement Package
The Right Retirement Package offers an all-
inclusive service meaning you can retire with 
peace of mind knowing that your clients and 
beneficiaries will continue to be looked after.

The Right Will
Our partner company, The Right Will offers a 
simple will and estate planning service to financial 
advisers. Membership is free for our network 
members.

The Right Admin Service
We offer a full admin support service for advisers 
across mortgages, protection, general insurance, 
private medical insurance and equity release so 
you can free up valuable time to spend more time 
advising.

The Right Loan
We find secured loans to fit your clients needs and 
will search the market to find the right deal for 
them, whilst you earn 50% of the commission.
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Are you perplexed by complex 
cases? Confused by complicated 
applications? Perturbed by unusual 
customer profiles? We deal with 
these sort of cases every day. We’re 
experienced at helping customers 
with unusual income, unusual credit 
histories or looking to buy unusual 
properties. To us, complex is the 
norm and we’ve made it as easy as 
possible for you to place your cases 
with us.

Our range of Buy to Let and 
Residential Mortgages, Bridging 
Finance and Second Charge Loans is 
specifically designed with customers 
undeserved by high street lenders in 
mind, while our experienced team is 
on-hand to support you every step 
of the way.

And with more than three-quarters 
of brokers saying they found their 
last case with us easy or very easy 
to source, place and complete, it’s 
no surprise that we’re rated as one 
of the UK’s leading specialist lenders. 

So why not let 2020 be the year 
Precise Mortgages help you turn your 
customers’ dreams into reality?

R is for residential. Whether your 
customer is planning to purchase 
or remortgage, is a first time buyer 
or looking to purchase a new build 
property, our Residential Mortgage 
range could be right up their street.

E is for (self) employed. With nearly 
five million people in the UK now 
working for themselves, we accept 
self-employed customers with one 
year’s figures, and will consider 
those with CCJs, DMPs, defaults and 
secured/unsecured arrears. 

A is for alternatives. If your customer 
is looking for an alternative to a 
remortgage, a Second Charge Loan 
could be ideal for those looking to 
quickly capital raise by releasing 
equity from an existing residential 
property.

L is for limited company. With more 
customers looking to run their rental 
business as a limited company, 
we’ve designed a range of Buy to Let 
Mortgages to help them develop their 
investment portfolio.

I is for identifying new opportunities. 
Wherever you’re based in the 
country, a member of our Sales Team 
is never far away to help you spot 
new openings and identify the right 
product for your customers.  

T is for top slicing. We’ve extended 
our top slicing offering across our 
entire Buy to Let Mortgage range to 
include personal ownership, HMO, 
limited company, portfolio and 
holiday let landlords.

Y is for yields. If your customer is 
looking to maximise their rental 
yields, our Refurbishment Buy to 
Let offering allows them to buy 
a property and refurbish it before 
letting it out.

To find out more about how Precise 
Mortgages could help you and your 
customers, speak with a member of 
our Sales Team or call our dedicated 
support service on 0800 116 4385.

Precise Mortgages is here to help you make the most of the 
new business opportunities offered by the growing number 
of customers with specialist borrowing needs.

FIND THE PERFECT SPECIALIST 
SOLUTION FOR YOUR CUSTOMER 

Liza Campion 

Head of Key Accounts

Precise Mortgages

"And with more than three-quarters 
of brokers saying they found their 
last case with us easy or very easy 
to source, place and complete, 
it’s no surprise that we’re rated as 
one of the UK’s leading specialist 
lenders"
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We don’t see customers as numbers, 
they’re individuals with their own 
set of circumstances. That’s why we 
have the ability to judge each case 
on its merits.

And we pride ourselves in our 
more rounded approach to credit 
assessment, looking at the applicant’s 
overall situation rather than just cold, 
hard numbers. Check out the below 
case study of a customer we were 
able to help… 

When a broker called us about his 
client, he wasn’t sure if his complex 
income would stop him getting a 
mainstream mortgage. 

The client lives in a five-bedroom 
house worth £1.5m and runs a 
training business with three other 
directors. He wanted to raise funds 
of £600,000 against his home on 
an interest-only basis and he doesn’t 
have a mortgage on the property.

So far, so good.

But, as a director, his income is 
complex and the last couple of years 
don’t accurately reflect his financial 
position.

The business made a gross profit of 
£1.2m in the last 12 months, but the 
year before profits were 75% lower 

at £300k. This brought down the 
average of the two years’ accounts 
required by many mainstream 
lenders.

Our flexible approach

We didn’t want to reject this case 
until we could fully understand the 
client’s income. 

Our underwriter dug deeper into the 
large discrepancy in the business’s 
performance, asking for further 
information from the accountant.

There was a good reason for the fall 
in profits two years ago (a one-off 
goodwill payment of £250,000 had 
been made). This, combined with a 
clean credit record, contributed to 
satisfying our underwriter that the 
client could comfortably service the 
mortgage.

We agreed to lend, meaning the 
client accessed a competitive rate 
on mainstream terms, and his broker 
gained a satisfied client.

So whatever your case, we have 
a super-experienced mortgage 
underwriting team ready to help. 

Plus, we have a broker helpline that 
connects you to senior underwriters 
if you want to discuss high value 
propositions (£1m+) before applying. 
Useful eh?

So if it’s been a while since you 
last used us, speak to us or visit 
our website to find out more www.
clydesdalebankintermediaries.co.uk

SUPPORT AT EVERY STEP
An experienced underwriting team, ready and waiting for 
you.

"Our underwriter dug deeper 
into the large discrepancy in the 
business’s performance, asking 
for further information from the 
accountant"
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Retention, Retention, Retention!

We all know acquiring new clients 
can be costly; up to five times more 
than retaining existing ones. Yet, 
sometimes businesses fall into the 
trap of focussing the majority of their 
energy (and spend) on chasing down 
new clients. By dedicating a little 
more time to nurturing the client 
relationships you have already worked 
so hard to get in place, you will see 
a better return on your investment. 
Plus, the network has lots of support 
in place to help make this as easy as 
possible. 

Convincing your customers to return
 
Making customer retention a crucial 
part of your strategy for 2020 should 
be high on your to do list, and this 
article will guide you through some 
of the things that will help you make 
the most of your existing customers. 
So, here are a few tricks to help get 
you started:

1. Send them an email newsletter 

Sending a regular email newsletter 
will help keep you at the forefront 
of your customers minds, making it 
impossible for them to forget you. 
Valuable content, sharing industry 
insights, commenting on noteworthy 
events, case studies, or sharing news 
relating to your firm; these things all 
make for an interesting read. Our 
new email campaign service offers 
you a monthly newsletter sent direct 
to your clients, branded as your firm – 
all for just £35 + VAT per month. Our 
newsletter has only been live a few 
months, and we’ve already reported 
members who have received leads 
directly back to them! 

2. Wish them happy birthday 

Who doesn’t like receiving birthday 
wishes on their special day? Spend 
time researching your customers 
and getting to know them. Start by 
recording their birthday with The 
Key, and once you sign up to our 
marketing service, we’ll automatically 
send them an e-card email (on your 
behalf) when their big day arrives. You 
could even take it one step further by 
sending a physical card to stand out – 
and guess what? We’ve got birthday 
card templates on our members 
website that can be branded and 
personalised for your firm.

3. Ask for referrals 

If you haven’t spoken to a customer 
for a while, why not reconnect by 
picking up the phone and asking 
how they are and if they know of 
anybody looking for a mortgage or 
help with their insurance who might 
need some expert advice. You will 
engage your existing customers and 
potentially find new business. You 
could even implement an incentive-
based referral scheme. 

4. Ask for feedback 

We all love to feel valued, so asking 
your customers for post-sale feedback 
achieves this and is an opportunity to 
re-engage multiple times to ask for 
their opinion on your service. Create 
a plan for sending out surveys, so 
you ensure you touch base regularly. 
We have a sample customer survey 
available to download on our website 
and you could even sign up for a 
free account on Trustpilot, Feefo etc. 

to make collecting and using your 
reviews in future marketing, even 
easier. 

5. Maximise your £££, take 
advantage of remortgage 
opportunities

Recent analysis of the market1 
suggests that between January 2020 
and April 2020 over £61.9 billion 
worth of residential mortgages and 
almost £7.5 billion worth of Buy-to-
Let deals are coming to the end of 
their terms! Meaning managing the 
remortgage process is an important 
part of customer retention, let alone 
a lucrative income opportunity. 

If you’ve been doing a great job in 
maintaining regular contact through 
newsletters and other activities, 
then the chances are high that the 
customer will be proactive in coming 
back to you. But it won’t always be 
the case. So, it is vital to collect the 
correct data in the first instance, such 
as the rate expiry. That way, you can 
plan your contact strategy accordingly 
(a mixture of emails, letters, texts 
and calls) and ensure that you are 
giving your customers reminders, but 
don’t leave it too late.  

Nicola Ventrella | Operations Director | The Right Mortgage & Protection Network

We suggest making contact with your 
customer seven months in advance 
of the renewal or end of term date 
to ensure you get in first. And we 
recently curated both an initial letter 
template to aid this, as well as a 
set of seven email templates that 
are all available on our members 
website. Follow this up with a regular 
communication until you have 
delivered the remortgage advice. 

Make your customers your biggest 
fans 

Don’t celebrate closing a sale, 
celebrate the start of a relationship, 
because in today’s world it’s not 
just about the initial advice, but 
the ongoing engagement with your 
customers. These are the people who 
will become your biggest advocates, 
and, as a result, sell your services to 
their friends and ultimately grow your 
business.  

Make 2020 the year your customers 
become your biggest fans.

Explore print, digital and bespoke 
marketing materials at your fingertips 
– visit rightmortgageadviser.com/
your-business

Sources
1CACI’s Mortgage Market Database, as at 
October 2019

Don’t celebrate closing a 
sale, celebrate the start of 
a relationship, because in 
today’s world it’s not just 

about the initial advice, but 
the ongoing engagement 

with your customers.



Terminal illness is a common cause 
of claim under a life policy. From 
my experience, I would say for some 
portfolios around one in 10 claims 
can be for terminal illness, so it’s an 
important aspect of cover. 

The money gives you choices. Do you 
work as long? Do you go on holiday? 
Do you do something you’ve always 
wanted to do? 

So, it’s important that, with terminal 
illness claims being relatively 
common, you recommend the best 
definition you can to your clients. 

What we’re doing differently 

There have been difficulties in the 
market in paying terminal illness 
claims, particularly for people who 
have late-stage cancers. Although 
the cancers are terminal, it can be 
difficult to predict life expectancy so 
doctors are reluctant to do so. 

Meaning some people with incurable 
stage 4 cancer are not getting their 
pay out until the Consultant can 
confirm they have less than 12 
months to live. 

When you consider 20% of cancers 
are diagnosed at stage 41, this is no 
small problem. 

There are other conditions that are 
not curable, such as motor neurone 
disease, which typically have a short 

life expectancy of say 2 or 3 years. 
In these cases, we don’t think we 
should be looking at the fact you 
have 2 or 3 years to live. We should 
be focused on the fact that you're 
living with significant disability so we 
should pay out.

This is why our Terminal Illness 
cover goes further than the others. 
Our Life Protection does pay out 
if your clients only have twelve 
months life expectancy. But if your 
clients are diagnosed with incurable 
stage 4 cancer, Parkinson-plus 
syndromes, motor neurone disease 
or Creutzfeldt-Jacob disease we also 
guarantee to pay out even if your 
clients are expected to survive longer 
than 12 months. 

It’s not easy to say to someone with 
a terminal illness and say ‘Look, 
you’re not sure how long you have to 
live but to get a pay out you should 
only have 12 months’, so we don’t 
want to do that. At Guardian, we can 
pay these claims under our extended 
definition.

Talk to your clients about terminal 
illness 

Advisers need to consider the reason 
someone’s buying life insurance. If 
they’re buying it to cover inheritance 
tax, then whether there's a great 
terminal illness definition or not may 
not be relevant. For everybody else in 
the protection world – for example, 
those covering a mortgage – it’s 
really important to talk about the 
fact you may get an earlier pay out 
if you are terminally ill, so customers 
remember it’s there.

Discover more about our terminal 
illness definition and register at 
adviser.guardian1821.co.uk 

Sources
1Cancer incidence by stage at diagnosis, Cancer 
Research UK, 15 February 2017
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There are a number of options 
available to keep the cost down. One 
of those options is family income 
benefit.

What is family income benefit?

Family income benefit (FIB) is an 
inexpensive solution that helps take a 
load off the client’s mind that, should 
the worst happen, their family would 
have a financial coping strategy. 
Rather than paying out a lump sum 
on death, it pays out a regular tax-
free income on death until the end of 
the term (some providers like Royal 
London also cover earlier diagnosis of 
a critical illness).

The total amount paid out by the 
policy depends on when the client 
dies. If they die in the early years of 
the policy, the total payout will be 
more than if they die nearer the end 
of the term of the policy. Because 
the total payout decreases over time, 
it’s cheaper than an equivalent single 
lump-sum life insurance policy which 
runs for the same period.

Why use it?

FIB is a cheap and easy way for a 
client to provide their family with an 
income rather than a lump sum if they 
die. It can be especially attractive for 
clients with young families as they 
might want cover to run until their 
children are grown up. This income 
could be used to meet everyday 

expenses or to pay for specific on-
going expenses such as school or 
university fees. It’s not appropriate 
for covering a mortgage or other 
debts where a lump sum would be 
required.

Let’s take a look at an example 
based on the average monthly cost 
of running a home in the UK, which 
is £151621. Assuming half of this 
amount is the mortgage, we’re left 
with monthly household costs of 
£758.  Using FIB, it would cost as 
little as £5.78 a month for a 30-year-
old man to protect this amount for 
20 years with Royal London2. Quite 
a small price to pay for extra peace 
of mind.

For clients that have already protected 
their mortgage and are looking for 
additional cover, the fact that FIB 
pays out a regular income rather than 
a lump sum could also be attractive 
as it helps to sidestep the issue of 
where the money should be invested 
after a successful claim. Having to 
deal with a potentially large sum of 
money during an emotionally difficult 
time can be a challenge. And should 
the customer decide at point of claim 
that a lump sum would be more 
appropriate, FIB offers the option to 
commute the payments into a lump 
sum. So it’s a flexible solution too.  

FIB can also be a good solution for 
single parents who are renting. If 
they were to die, it would provide the 

child’s guardian with a regular income 
to cover the day-to-day expenses 
such as food, clothes and school 
supplies. It’s also ideal for someone 
who has become a full time carer for 
their spouse or partner, as it could 
provide a regular income to pay for 
things such as nurse home visits and 
utility bills.

Support for you

Our Personal Menu Plan allows 
clients to choose to have their cover 
paid out as a lump sum or regular 
income, so you can tailor it to suit 
their needs. You can find out more on 
our website - adviser.royallondon.
com/protection.

We’ve also got marketing material 
specifically aimed at families in 
our marketing studio that you 
can customise with your own logo 
and contact details. Visit studio.
royallondon.com

Sources
1More Than, ‘Cost of running a home’ report, 
August 2017
2Royal London Life Cover only quote based on 
male, aged 31 next birthday and non-smoker. 
Sum assured of £9,096 level annual income 
over a 20 year term. Premiums are correct as 
at 10 December 2019

We’re all familiar with one of the key barriers to people 
taking out protection – affordability. But protection doesn’t 
have to cost as much as consumers might think…

HOW FAMILY INCOME BENEFIT 
CAN PROVIDE AN AFFORDABLE 
PROTECTION SOLUTION 

Ross Jackson  

Senior Protection Marketing  
Manager

Royal London
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PUTTING TERMINAL ILLNESS AT 
THE FOREFRONT OF THE LIFE 
COVER CONVERSATION  

Julie Hopkins

Director, Underwriting & Claims 
Strategy  

Guardian

"It’s not easy to say to someone 
with a terminal illness and say 
‘Look, you’re not sure how long you 
have to live but to get a pay out 
you should only have 12 months’, 
so we don’t want to do that. At 
Guardian, we can pay these claims 
under our extended definition"
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Are any of your client’s landlords, 
who would like to protect their 
rental income?

Amy Wilson | GI and PMI Development Manager | The Right Mortgage & Protection Network

Why not give our new guide to your 
landlord clients to pass onto their 
tenants? The guide explains how 
rents can protect you, your family 
and your possessions AND highlights 
the next steps to get a mortgage so 
they can get on the property ladder.

We have created a guide template 
for you to brand up and send to your 
clients via post or email titled:

“How to protect you, your family and 
your possessions whilst renting”

Are you missing a massive 
opportunity?

Visit the GI hub on our adviser site for 
our fully personalisable renters guide 
to give to your landlords and many 
more top tips on increasing your 
basic salary!

We have made versions of the renters 
guide specific to regions, so if you 
need a version for your town or city, 
please let me know. 

Sources: Rightmove, Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors

Water damage 
accounted for 
over 30% of 

home insurance 
payouts

Asking rents are at 
a record high of £817 

per month, 
in London 

it was £2,059
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What do renters need? 

Our renters guide is full of top tips 
on what your clients need to rent, 
including: 

• Help and advice on how to prepare 
for a future mortgage;
• ASU;
• Contents insurance.

Have you ever thought about how 
your clients would cover the cost of 
their rent if they were to become ill 
or injured and were unable to work? 
Or what about if they were made 
unemployed? 

As an adviser, you can help provide 
some financial security for your 
clients and their family, should the 
worst happen, with a monthly benefit 
which could be used to help pay the 
rent. 

Why it’s important to be protected

• If your clients have a 12-month 
lease, they're committed to pay that 
amount;
• Employers only have to pay statutory 
sick pay for up to 28 weeks;
• Going into arrears could affect 
your clients chance of having a new 
tenancy agreement or mortgage;
• Renters spend 40% of their income 
on housing costs, double what 
owner-occupiers pay.

Rental Protection Plan is a great way 
to protect your clients, or the ones 
they love should the unexpected 
happen during the length of the plan.

A plan to fit your clients lifestyle 

• You can help your clients choose 
the protection that fits their needs 
and budget;
• Ability to increase cover without 
answering new medical questions if 
rent costs increase;
• If your client stops renting and takes 
out a mortgage, it’s easy to switch 
their plan;
• Access to a range of support 
services.

Home insurance
 
Don’t assume your clients landlord 
will cover their home contents 
insurance. Nearly HALF of all tenants 
don’t have it. 

If your client is one of them, get it 
NOW – if not, they’d have to foot the 
bill if something happened. 

How much are your clients contents 
really worth?
 
For contents insurance, under-
insuring could lead to your clients 
getting less than the value of their 
items if they need when they claim. 
Add up everything, including smaller 
items such as clothes, on a ‘new-for-
old’ basis.

Give me a call on 01564 732 
744 or email amy.wilson@
therightmortgage.co.uk for more 
helpful tips and suggestions on how 
you can increase your GI sales. 

The average 
home has 

£35k worth of 
contents

The average 
pay-out for home 

insurance is £4,000 – 
Could your clients afford 

this unexpected 
payment?*

Visit the adviser site 
to download our fully 

personalisable 
renters guide



help your clients
transform their retirement

Every year thousands of people 
across the country use equity release 
to help with their retirement. 

Do you think it is still a taboo subject? 

In 2018, equity release lending hit 
£3.94 billion! Which is a 29% year 
on year increase. 

So what can this tell you? Equity 
release is mainstream! 

With interest rates now falling below 
3%, an equity release plan is hardly 
going to ‘do over’ your client (as some 
may say). Equity release is helping 
thousands and thousands of people 
every year and just because you do 
not advise in the area it doesn’t mean 
you can’t get a slice of the action. 

Why don’t you take a look at just 
a few of the ways you can spot an 
opportunity with your clients:

Difficult to obtain mortgages 

Customers in retirement sometimes 
struggle with affordability, this does 
not mean they are unable to get a 
new mortgage. Your clients may 
simply need a lifetime mortgage 
where the loan amount is not based 
on their affordability, but based on 
the value of the property. Simply let 
your equity release adviser know the 
problem and they can help solve it. 
Your client won't even need to make 
monthly payments if they don’t want 
to, the loan amount with the interest 
is simply rolled up and then payable 
upon the sale of the property. 

The interest-only time bomb 

With thousands of mortgages 
maturing each year, there are 
numerous mortgages left with no 
means to repay their outstanding 
debt. Existing mortgage lenders often 
can’t help clients in this circumstance. 
However, what can help? Equity 
release with a lifetime mortgage! 
Your customer can stay in their home 
for as long as they wish and raise a 
lifetime mortgage to make up the 
difference.  

Gifting early inheritance 

Equity release can assist families who 
want to be able to help their children 
or grandchildren onto the property 
ladder. The over 55 year old can 
simply release the equity on their 
home and give it to their children/
grandchildren in order for them to 
use as a deposit. 

Do you have a client who is struggling 
to raise a big enough deposit for the 
mortgage they need? 

Refer and earn 

Spot your earning opportunity with 
the above tactics and receive 50% 
of the commission. Our typical equity 
release proc fee is approx. £3,000, 
so that is *£1500 to you for simply 
spotting your customers requirements 
and helping them transform their 
retirement.

*minus your usual network retention

Source: Equity Release Council findings, data collated by Canada Life 

Victoria Wilson | Equity Release Manager | The Right Mortgage & Protection Network

We can put you in touch with your 
nearest specialist! Please give myself 
or your National Account Manager a 
call on 01564 732 744 to find your 
local Equity Release Specialist.  
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Transfer your
client book

We send 
specialist 
marketing to 
your clients 
and optimise 
business 
generation

We discuss 
all product 
areas to your 
clients (even 
areas you don't 
advise on)

We pay you
50% for all 
new business 
written

We actively 
target your 
clients'review 
dates

Nearly a third of financial advisers say 
they will retire within the next five 
years, new research commissioned 
by Octopus Investments reveals. 
More than 58% say they plan to 
retire within the next ten years. 
That’s a staggering 15,000 advisers 
who plan to leave the industry in the 
near future. It is clear that retiring 
is not as simple for advisers who 
run their own business and if there 
is no clear succession plan and no 
family member ready to take on the 
business, simply retiring is not an 
option – or is it?

Since launching our proposition, the 
response we have received from 
brokers has been overwhelming, 
including members from other 
networks and directly authorised 
firms. Our proposition is aimed at all 
financial advisers, whether they are 
members of the network or not, as 
we realise the UK’s advice gap is set 
to widen due to the estimated 15,000 
advisers planning on retirement in 
the next five-to-ten years. 

Our proposition couldn’t be simpler 
– we take care of your client book 
and pay you a sustainable and 
ongoing income throughout your 
retirement. We pay you 50% of all 
business generated from your client 
book and continue to pay you 75% of 
your renewals. For brokers that have 
built up a GI book and for brokers 
that specialise in private medical 
insurance - it’s a no brainer. 

A key aspect of our retirement 
proposition is the death in service 

benefit. Ultimately death is a topic 
you speak to your clients about on a 
daily basis, and therefore you realise 
the impact that it can have on a 
family, especially when there isn’t 
a succession plan in place. That’s 
why we have added this benefit and 
so should anything happen to you 
before or during retirement, we will 
pay your family 50% of all business 
generated from your client book 
(including renewals!)

Once you sign up, we use specialist 
marketing support to optimise 
business generation from your existing 
clients and look after them with the 

same level of care you would. We 
use our differentiated product range 
so you can enjoy leading commercial 
terms than those available under a 
simple referral model. We provide 
whole of market advice tailored to 
your clients’ individual needs; either 
face to face or over the phone.

"Thank you for all your help and 
support with setting me up with the 
retirement package. I sleep much 
better and I’m off to Australia in 
March for two months to visit my son 
living in Melbourne!"
Michael Roberts, Ashmel Financial 
Services Limited

If you’re thinking about retirement or 
if you feel like you don’t make the 
most out of your client book, please 
feel free to contact us on 01564 732 
744 to find out more. 
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It is clear that retiring is not as simple for advisers who 
run their own business and if there is no clear succession 
plan and no family member ready to take on the business, 
simply retiring is not an option – or is it?

ADVICE GAP ON VERGE OF CRISIS 
AS 15,000 ADVISERS TO RETIRE

Roisin McGrath 

Development Manager

The Right Retirement Package Sign up at 
any age

Any size
client book

Keep your
renewals

Peace of mind
that your clients 
are looked after

Why clients need to be aware of the ‘Commorientes Rule’.

THE MISCONCEPTION OF ‘DYING 
TOGETHER’

James Moore

Estate Planning Consultant

The Right Will

All Estate Planners at some point 
will have been instructed by a client 
of their wishes should they die at 
the 'same time' as their spouse, 
and often have differing wishes as 
blended families are becoming more 
common.

The dangers of a standard Mirror 
Will with different beneficiaries are 
obvious, but the notion of dying 
together is not always understood by 
clients and advisers. So, what does 
happen when clients pass away at 
the same time?

You may be surprised to learn that, 
in Estate Planning terms, there is no 
notion of ‘dying together’. Following 
the devastating attacks by German 
bombers during WW2, section 184 
of the Law of Property Act was 
introduced for circumstances in 
which two people have passed away 
and it is unclear who died first. 

The Law created a presumption that 
the deaths are to have occurred in 
order of seniority, and in essence the 
elder will be deemed to have survived 
the younger deceased person. From 
our perspective this is a rule that 
advisers and clients need to made 
aware of, as it can result in highly 
undesirable outcomes.

Despite the rarity of its use as medical 
science has improved tenfold since 
WW2, clients (particularly those with 
children from previous relationships) 
are still required to think carefully 
about their wishes in their Will and 

make sure that they do not disinherit 
their own children.

Often clients will include their 
spouse/partner’s children in each 
other’s standard Wills to give them 
peace of mind that their children will 
not be disinherited. But what clients 
often fail to consider, are the effects 
of their surviving spouse/partner 
changing their Will after death or 
even remarrying, completely revoking 
the earlier Will.

Our best advice is to of course utilise 
Trusts (see below)! We would always 
recommend that your clients equalise 
their estate and direct their assets into 
their Trust for their beneficiaries thus 
protecting their own inheritance and 
avoiding potential messy disputes. 

 

If you have clients that you think 
require advice on this topic, then 
please make use of The Right Will 
& Estate Planning as sister company 
to the network to see how we can 
assist you.

Call us today on 01564 732 740 or 
email admin@therightwill.co.uk for 
more information.

FIRM PRINCIPALS ONLY



You cannot predict when you are 
going to fall ill. Most adults tend to 
hold off seeking medical advice for 
themselves where they can but if you 
aren’t getting better, a visit to your 
local GP is definitely on the cards. 
And this is where the frustration can 
kick in. You ring up your GP surgery 
only to be told that all appointments 
are booked up or that they are 
working on skeleton staff – a GP 
appointment in a few days’ or weeks’ 
time just isn’t going to work.

NHS data shows that last year only 
43% of patients were able to make an 
appointment on the same day, with 
the average waiting time standing 
at 6.4 days1. With 78% of people 
acknowledging that GPs are under 
a lot of pressure and 82% agreeing 
that the NHS can’t cope with the 
demands put upon it2.

Our research showed that 64% agree 
a video consultation via a smartphone 
or tablet would be much easier than 
a physical appointment. There is a 
clear need for online solutions that 
can promote good health while 
supporting the services that the NHS 
provide.

Here at AIG Life, we genuinely want 
to make a difference and help ease 
the burden on both the NHS and 
your clients. This is why we sourced 
the right service that resolves many 
of the issues brought to light in our 
research. Smart Health connects AIG 
Life customers and their families to a 
team of health and wellbeing experts. 
It offers 24/7 unlimited access 365 
days a year - wherever they are in 
the world, at no additional cost.

It consists of six services available 
via a smartphone, tablet or desktop, 
with 24/7 GP access providing the 
support and important signposting a 
customer requires without the need 
to add to the pressure on their own 
GP practice. There is even an app 
available which allows your clients 
contact to a 24/7 GP on the go.

Five reasons for your clients to use 
the Smart Health GP service 

1. They get access to an experienced 
UK based GMC registered GP via 
the app or website 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a 
year;

2. The GP consultation slots, 

bookable via the app, are 30 
minutes - much longer than 
a traditional face-to-face 
appointment;

3. The consultations can be carried 
out via video call or telephone 
which means there are no 
geographical restrictions – your 
clients can be anywhere in the 
world to use this service and 
speak with a GP;

4. The GP can provide medical 
advice, prescriptions or further 
specialist referral. Your client 
only needs to pay for the 
medicine prescribed as per usual 
procedure;

5. This service comes at no extra 
cost and usage is unlimited. Your 
client can use Smart Health at 
any time throughout the duration 
of their policy, without the need 
to claim on their policy.

It’s important to note that this service is 
entirely confidential. Health records are kept 
privately and robust encryption methods are 
employed to protect your clients’ personal 
information. Your client determines who can 
see the information in their record. AIG Life do 
not have access to their personal data.

Sources
1GP Appointments: Comparison to other 
collections - NHS Digital
2AIG Life research data conducted by ID Insight 
consulting amongst a representative sample of 
2,008 UK working adults between 8th and 
15th April 2019
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NEW GP ON THE BLOCK
Discover how AIG Life have sourced a value added service 
that resolves many issues brought to light in research. 
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Modern families of today and tomorrow 
are dramatically different to days gone by.  
The nuclear family is no longer the norm. 
If you’re offering quality protection advice 
to your client and their family to safeguard 
them against the effects of life-changing 
moments, you’ll need a more inclusive 
contemporary protection solution. 

Here’s some of the ways modern life is 
changing Protection needs:

• Change in lifestyles and life expectancies 
mean that cancer is the biggest health risk 
to your clients. One in two people born 
after 1960 will be diagnosed, with half of 
those diagnosed expected to survive 10 
or more years (Cancer Research UK). The 
financial impacts of cancer are just the tip 
of the iceberg, with long term emotional 
impacts experienced by those affected and 
their families as well. 

As more people are likely to experience 
cancer at some point in our lives, the need 
for quality care and emotional support is 
growing. 

As more young adults head off to university 
and become the boomerang generation, 
families are staying together longer. The 
responsibilities of parents now extend 
well beyond the teenage years through 
to the first stages of adulthood. As your 
client’s child navigates through life, they’ll 
experience a lot of life stages. During this 
time the need for support and protection 
only gets greater. 

• In 2018 there were over 25,000 
reported serious injuries due to road 
traffic accidents (UK Government) 

• Almost 5,000 Parkinson’s cases are 
projected to happen each year in 
people aged below 55 (Parkinson’s 
UK)

• Over 6,000 people are currently 
on the UK waiting list for an organ 
transplant (NHS)

• 
Although these situations are rare, it’s 
moments like this in life which showcase 
why protection is so important. The 
effects would be long-lasting, and have a 
devastating financial impact on your client. 

• Two thirds of people with a long-term 
physical health condition suffer from 
a mental health problem, showing 
the need for protection to evolve to 
support families through these difficult 
periods.   

We’ve taken a long hard look at our own 
Critical Illness offering, and worked to re-
build our proposition to be more inclusive 
for the modern day family:
 
• We now cover 87 conditions and 

improved the benefits. This includes 
49 full payment conditions, 38 
additional payments* (for 50% of 
the main cover, up to £30,000), 
17 enhanced claim payments and 
Children’s Cover.  

*20 of these conditions are covered under 
1 additional payment condition 'Less 
advanced cancers’ 

• More comprehensive cancer cover 
and support to help your client 
and their family with the financial, 
emotional and practical impacts of 
cancer. We now offer wider coverage 
for cancer through our full and 
additional payment conditions. We’ve 
also introduced a £1,000 payment 
which we’ll pay if they are diagnosed 
with one of the listed cancer conditions 
and provide evidence that meets the 
criteria to help with the additional 
costs of a cancer diagnosis.   

• More enhanced benefits covering 17 
conditions, where we’ll pay twice your 
client’s sum assured (up to £200,000 
on top of the cover amount) for 10 
conditions as a result of a life changing 
accident, 4 neurological conditions 
diagnosed before age 55 and three 
organ-related conditions. 

• Extended children’s cover which 
covers from birth to their 23rd 
birthday, for 85 conditions (20 of 
these conditions are covered under 
1 additional payment condition 'Less 
advanced cancers’) and no minimum 
survival period. This includes enhanced 
payments (up to £50,000) for 13 
accident or major organ conditions. 
After the client’s child reaches their 
23rd birthday, they can use our new 
Junior Option to take out their own 
cover without the need for medical 
underwriting (as long as a children’s 
cover claim has not already been 
paid). 

To support older children through 
challenging times we now offer free access 
to a confidential 16-23 care line providing 
valuable day-to-day mental health support.

All these elements are included as 
standard, which means you can be 
confident you’re recommending a provider 
that will comprehensively cover your client, 
and provide them valuable peace of mind 
that if the unexpected does happen we’ll 
be there to support them. 

To find out more, contact your LV= Account 
Manager or visit our Adviser Site. 

HEADLINE GRABBING INSURANCE   

Carl Heard

National Account Manager 

LV

New, more inclusive LV= Life and Critical Illness Cover for 
modern families



We are proud to offer an extensive programme of events from our bi-annual flagship National Training 
Events and roundtable workshops, to peer group meetings and masterclasses. We have a variety of events 
throughout the year that bring together members and lender and provider partners to discuss key topics, 
network with peers and hear about the latest regulation, trends and issues.

Book your place today by visiting rightmortgageadviser.com/events

MARCH
Induction Course (3rd & 4th) 
Supervisor Course (5th) 
Later Life Lending & Equity Release Workshop - Reading (12th) 
Protection Matters Roundtable Workshop - Manchester (19th) 
Protection Sales Skills & Marketing Course - Cardiff (26th)
TRM Scotland Cluster Meeting - Edinburgh (27th)

APRIL
Induction Course (31st & 1st)
Protection Matters Roundtable Workshop - Birmingham (2nd) 
TRM Scotland Cluster Meeting - Edinburgh (24th)
Technology & Marketing Masterclass - Brentwood (30th) 

MAY
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Birmingham (5th) (AR Principals Only)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Southampton (6th) (AR Principals Only)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Reigate (12th) (AR Principals Only)
Induction Course (12th & 13th) 
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Brentwood (14th) (AR Principals Only)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Manchester (19th) (AR Principals Only)
Technology & Marketing Masterclass - Birmingham (21st) 
TRM Scotland Cluster Meeting - Edinburgh (29th)

JUNE
Supervisor Course (3rd) 
National Training Event - Birmingham (4th)
Northern Cluster Meeting - Newcastle (15th)
Induction Course (23rd & 24th) 
TRM Scotland Cluster Meeting - Edinburgh (26th)

JULY
Induction Course (14th & 15th) 
Training Academy Sales Skills Course - South (16th) 
TRM Scotland Cluster Meeting - Edinburgh (31st)

AUGUST
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Birmingham (4th) (AR Principals Only)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Southampton (5th) (AR Principals Only)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Brentwood (11th) (AR Principals Only)
Induction Course (11th & 12th)
Sales and Development Peer Group Meeting - Reigate (13th) (AR Principals Only)
Training Academy Sales Skills Course - Edinburgh (28th)
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UPCOMING
EVENTS 2020
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A DATE FOR 
YOUR DIARY...

JUNE

04
June National Training Event 
Our next flagship roadshow is taking place on Thursday 4th June.

As well as providing you with presentations, exhibitors, games and prizes, the event provides the perfect 
opportunity for you to come along and meet all of the Head Office staff for what will be a thought 
provoking, fun-filled day out of the office and worth 5 hours of CPD. We also have an exceptional guest 
speaker confirmed.

To book your place visit bit.ly/jun20-book

"Excellent, informative and 
with so much information 
under one roof is a not to be 
missed event. There is always 
a carefully selected speaker in 
the afternoon, always Inspiring. 
Overall a great day."

"Fantastic event, can't wait for 
the next one. It made me realise 
I am part of a great network."

"Thank you TRM again! The 
opportunity to meet with like-
minded professionals is most 
valuable. Everybody will learn 
something valuable to take back 
to the office..."

Here's what our members 
had to say about our last 

National Training Event

Meet over 70 
exhibitors

Gain the 
competitive 
advantage

We have an 
exceptional 

guest speaker 
confirmed

Free breakfast 
and lunch

Attend our 
presentations

Earn valuable 
CPD

Six good reasons to attend...



The secured loan and bridging loan specialists

We are delighted to announce that we can now 
deal with bridging loans as well as secured loans.

Ben, Greg and our expert team of secured loans 
specialists are on hand to help guide your clients 
through the options available and will be able to 
answer any questions they have in plain and simple 
English.

We will take the time to understand your clients 
needs and will search the market to find the right 
deal for them, keeping both you and them updated 
throughout the process.

01564 332 610   www.therightloan.org    info@therightloan.org

The Right Loan is a trading style of The Right Mortgage Ltd, which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales no. 08130498. Registered 
Address: 70 St. Johns Close, Knowle, Solihull, West Midlands, B93 0NH. 

Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on a mortgage or other debt secured on it.

support 
the 
network

WHY CHOOSE US?

"I've had some really good updates on the 
two cases submitted so far, best service I've 
ever received from a secure loan company, 
keep it up!" 

Mortgage Moves, A Network Member

Earn 50% of all income

Quick completion timescales of 
2-3 weeks 

Lowest rate available: 2.74%

Quickest application to offer: 7 
working days

Experienced helpdesk with  
regular updates 

Average commission 
paid to advisers is 

£1700*

*Based on cases completed in May 2019


